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Brussels, 23 July 2013 

More than €400 million EU Regional Funds to modernise 
Czech railway 
 

An investment of more than €400 million from EU regional funds has been approved by 
the European Commission to support the modernisation of the Czech railway system and 
bring it in line with EU standards.  

The three separate projects will help complete priority routes that make up the Trans-
European Network to make the country more attractive to businesses and investors as 
well as making travel easier for ordinary citizens.  

€262 million will go to two projects that are part of the Czech III national railway 
corridor. As part of the Trans-European Network (TEN-T), it will, once completed, 
establish a direct connection between Germany, Czech Republic and Slovakia.  
 
The main purpose of the projects is to modernize the 30.75 km railway line between the 
Czech and Slovak state border and Český Těšín in the Eastern part of the Moravia-Silesia 
region. The projects are intended to be finalised in August 2013. The investment comes 
through a programme called "Transport” under the priority axis "Modernization of the 
TEN-T Railway Network". The European Union, through the Cohesion Fund, will finance 
€262 million out of a total investment of €465.5 million 
  

In addition to this an investment of almost €150 million from EU regional funds has been 
approved to modernize 23.65 km of the railway line between Beroun and Zbiroh in the 
Czech regions Central Bohemia and South West. It is part of the Trans-European 
Transport Network and a priority route that connects Athens to Prague. The project is 
also an element of the overall modernisation of the Western railway branch from Prague 
to Plzeň. It is anticipated that it will increase speed on the rail network up to 155 km/h . 

 
Commissioner for Regional Policy Johannes Hahn who approved the decisions said “This 
is a good example of how EU regional funds are helping to support sustainable, clean 
transport in the Czech Republic and beyond.  Also, by helping to modernise the rail 
network, there will be clear benefits for passengers in terms of transport safety and 
reduced journey times. Czech citizens will find travelling to other member states easier 
and by supporting two of the EU's priority transport links this investment will also 
contribute to the smooth operation of the Union’s internal market. That in turn makes the 
Czech Republic more attractive for investors and businesses with hugely beneficial 
consequences for the development of its regions and their economies.” 
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The investment comes through a programme called "Transport” under the priority axis 
"Modernisation of the TEN-T Railway Network". The European Union, through the Cohesion 
Fund, will finance €149.97 million out of a total investment of €255 million.  

 

Background: 

 
These are "major projects" where the total investment (VAT included) is above €50 million 
and subject to a specific decision by the European Commission. Other types of projects are 
approved at national or regional levels.  

The project “Optimisation of the Beroun - Zbiroh railway line” includes complete 
reconstruction of the surface structure and substructure, reconstruction of the traction 
lines - the electrification system- safety and telecommunication equipment, rebuilding of 
the railway stations and stops for enabling barrier-free access and construction of anti-
noise measures.  

The railway line Beroun-Zbiroh is part of the Trans-European Transport Network Priority 
Project 22 - Railway axis between Athens and Nuremburg/Dresden via Sofia, Budapest, 
Vienna and Prague. 

 
The Czech Republic has been allocated approximately €26.7 billion in total cohesion policy 
funding from 2007-2013.   
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